
 **************************************************************************************  

Assignment 9-1 
SQL Lab 4: Active Database (25 points) 

************************************************************************************** 

 
The purpose of this lab is to give you some SQL experience creating and executing triggers and stored 

procedures in Oracle. Chapter 8 of the textbook on Advanced SQL will be of assistance for this lab.  There are 

also some additional resources listed at the end of this assignment description. 

 

 

COMMON LAB EXPECTATIONS (THESE APPLY TO ALL SQL LABS FOR THIS CLASS):  
[SOME OF THE FOLLOWING MAY NOT APPLY SPECIFICALLY TO THIS ASSIGNMENT]  

(READ ASSIGNMENT DETAILS HEREIN AND APPLY EXPECTATIONS AS NEEDED) 
 

1. You should always include the set echo on; SQL command at the beginning of every .sql file you create or before 

inputting any SQL commands directly into the worksheet area in SQL Developer (along with the set serveroutput on; 

command right after it).  These commands will cause any SQL commands entered afterwards to be echoed or copied into 

the script output area in SQL Developer so that when you save or copy and paste this information into a .lst file
1
 or Word 

document, both the SQL command and its corresponding output are included (as  is required for all labs).  Click HERE 

for a sample .sql file and HERE for its corresponding output in a .lst file and HERE for a Word document example. 

2. You should always include a commit; command at the very end of every .sql file created or before inputting any SQL 

commands directly into the worksheet area in SQL Developer that add,  modify, or delete any information from the 

database or schema (including table creations, insert commands, and alter commands).  This allows for your changes to be 

stored permanently in the database.  This is not necessary for select statements or queries that just retrieve information 

from the database.  

3. When writing your SQL query commands and gathering the output from them  (to be put into a Word document), you 

must be sure to include the step #, the SQL command(s), and it corresponding output(s),  in that order  in the Word 

document.  Click HERE for an example. 

4. You should always use the drop table <tablename> cascade constraints; command BEFORE creating any table in your 

.sql file or in the worksheet area so that this file can be rerun when necessary.  

5. You should always use the delete from <tablename>; command BEFORE doing any inserts into tables in your .sql file or 

in the worksheet area so these can also be rerun when necessary.   

6. You should use the comment feature in SQL Developer in your .sql script files and in your worksheet view to include any 

comments (comments are simply ignored when input directly in the worksheet view in SQL Developer).  These are input 

into your file by surrounding your comments with a /* … */   An example is:   /* this is a comment */ Also see it used in 

the .sql file hyperlink in #1 above.  These comments should be used to designate which commands and output apply to 

which steps.    

 

Points may be deducted if these expectations are not met. 

 

 

 

 Consider the following set of database tables (same tables from Assignment 6-1). The diagram shows a 

database made up of 6 tables with all primary keys underlined. Please take note of foreign keys (most of them 

carry the same names as the corresponding primary keys they reference): CUS_CODE in INVOICE, 

INV_NUMBER & P_CODE in LINE, and V_CODE in PRODUCT. The only exception to the naming 

convention is the EMP_MGR foreign key in EMPLOYEE which references the EMPLOYEE table in a recursive 

relationship.  

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 This is a lower case ‘l’, not a one (1).   

 

http://codd.franklin.edu/~crawforl/.c281/.ass/Ch07_Artist_ORA.sql
http://codd.franklin.edu/~crawforl/.c281/.ass/Ch07_Artist_ORA.lst
http://download.franklin.edu/COMP/281/Example1.doc
http://download.franklin.edu/COMP/281/Example1.doc


 

 

 
The SQL script file myCompany.SQL (same one from Assignment 6-1) creates the tables below and inserts data 

into them. You WILL need to rerun the script again for this assignment since the contents of some of the files 

were altered during assignment 6-1. You should also run the script again before final submission of this 

assignment. Click HERE if you need the script again. 
 

 
 

 

P.S.: As a reminder, your SQL statements should be generic enough to produce proper results EVEN if the data 

inside the database changes. For example, if I ask you to display the products provided by vendors located in 

TN, you can’t manually extract the V_CODE for vendors in TN and use the results to search table PRODUCT 

for the corresponding products; instead, your query should be written using a join between the two tables and a 

WERE clause that include TN or something similar. NOTE:  ALL SQL FILES MENTIONED BELOW 

SHOULD ONLY INCLUDE SQL COMMANDS IN THEM (NO OUTPUT). 

 

Part 1: Writing More Complex SQL Queries (8 points – 2 points each): Save the SQL code ONLY for the 

following queries in a single .sql script file called Part1.sql. In addition, include each query (SQL 

command), along with its corresponding output, in your single report file (Word document please).  
 

1. Create an SQL query that uses set operations to display the union of the last names in table CUSTOMER and 

the last names in table EMPLOYEE. Do not include duplicates in the output.  

 

2. Create an SQL query that uses set operations to display the union of the last names in table CUSTOMER and 

the last names in table EMPLOYEE. This time, include duplicates in the output.  

 

http://codd.franklin.edu/~crawforl/.c281/.ass/myCompany.SQL


3. Create an SQL query that USES AN UNCORRELATED SUBQUERY
2
 AND NO JOINS

3
 to display the 

descriptions for products provided by a vendor in area code 615.  

 

4. Create an SQL query that USES A CORRELATED SUBQUERY to display the descriptions for products 

provided by a vendor in area code 615 (a join is okay here). 

 

Part 2: Creating and Executing a Stored Procedure (5 points): Save the SQL code ONLY for this stored 

procedure (and the corresponding test cases below) in a separate script file called Part2.sql. In addition, 

include the test steps (SQL commands only)  – see below – in your .sql file and then the SQL commands, 

along with their corresponding output, in your single report file (only one Word document for assignment 

please). Finally, answer the question below in your single report file.  
 

Create an SQL Stored Procedure called prc_inv_delete that takes an invoice number as a parameter and deletes 

the invoice from table INVOICE.  Remember to end the stored procedure with a slash on a line by itself 

(after the END; in the procedure itself).  Also, remember to always use the commit; command after you 

create, drop or replace a procedure. 

 

TEST STEPS: To test your procedure, do the following:  

 

a) Run the following two SQL commands:  

 SELECT * from INVOICE WHERE INV_NUMBER IN (1001, 1008);  

 SELECT * from LINE WHERE INV_NUMBER IN (1001, 1008);  

b) Execute your procedure to delete invoices 1001 and 1008.  

c) Run the same SQL commands again:  

 SELECT * from INVOICE WHERE INV_NUMBER IN (1001, 1008);  

 SELECT * from LINE WHERE INV_NUMBER IN (1001, 1008);  

d) Undo all changes made by issuing a rollback command.  

 

Answer this question: Did the corresponding lines for invoices 1001 and 1008 in table LINE get deleted 

automatically? Can you explain why?  

 

Part 3: Creating and Testing SQL Triggers (12 points – 4 points each): Save the SQL code for each of the 

triggers in a separate .sql script file each (call them Part3_Trig1.sql, Part3_Trig2.sql and Part3_Trig3.sql), 

along with the corresponding test cases for each (see below). In addition, include the test steps (SQL 

commands only) for each of the triggers in your .sql file – see below.  Then, include each SQL command 

and its corresponding output in your single report file.  
 

1. Create a trigger named trg_prod_QOH_on_line_add that will automatically update the product quantity on 

hand for a product when a corresponding product LINE row is added.  

 

TEST STEPS: Unlike stored procedures, we can’t test triggers by explicitly executing them (they execute 

automatically when certain events happen). Instead, we will execute events that will in turn execute the triggers 

automatically. To test your trigger, do the following:  

 

a) Run the following two SQL commands:  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

                                                           
2
 The main difference between a correlated subquery and uncorrelated subquery is that, in a correlated subquery, the inner 

query is dependent upon the outer query, while, with an uncorrelated query, the inner query does not depend upon the outer 

query. Instead, it runs just once.  
3
 You should NOT use union, minus, or intersect in this query. 



b) Insert a new line for P_CODE ‘54778-2T’: (below I am adding a new line for invoice 1005 with 12 units 

for this product)  

 INSERT INTO LINE VALUES(1005,2,'54778-2T',12,5.87);  

c) Run the same SQL commands again  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

d) Undo all changes made by issuing a rollback command.  

 
Remember, your trigger should only make changes to the particular product QOH that is affected by the INSERT statement.  (i.e., 

you may also want to check the values to the other records in the PRODUCT table to guarantee they have not changed with this 

insert, etc.) 

 

Remember to end each trigger with a slash on a line by itself (after the END; in the trigger itself).  

Also, remember to always use the commit; command after you create, drop or replace a trigger. 

 

2. Create a trigger named trg_prod_QOH_on_line_delete that will automatically update the product quantity on 

hand for a product when a corresponding product LINE row is deleted.  

 

TEST STEPS: To test your trigger, do the following:  

 

a) Run the following two SQL commands:  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

b) Delete a line for P_CODE ‘54778-2T’: (below I am deleting the corresponding product line for invoice 

1004 which has 3 units for this product)  

 DELETE FROM LINE WHERE INV_NUMBER=1004 and P_CODE='54778-2T';  

c) Run the same SQL commands again  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

d) Undo all changes made by issuing a rollback command  

 
Remember, your trigger should only make changes to the particular product QOH that is affected by the DELETE statement.  (i.e., 

you may also want to check the values to the other records in the PRODUCT table to guarantee they have not changed with this 

delete, etc.) 

 

Remember to end each trigger with a slash on a line by itself (after the END; in the trigger itself).  

Also, remember to always use the commit; command after you create, drop or replace a trigger. 

 

3. Create a trigger named trg_prod_QOH_on_line_update that will automatically update the product quantity 

on hand for a product when a corresponding product LINE row is updated.  

 

TEST STEPS: To test your trigger, do the following:  

 

a) Run the following two SQL commands:  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

b) Update a line or more for P_CODE ‘54778-2T’: (below I am doubling all the line units for this product)  

 UPDATE LINE SET LINE_UNITS=LINE_UNITS*2 where P_CODE='54778-2T';  

c) Run the same SQL commands again  

 SELECT P_CODE, P_QOH FROM PRODUCT WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

 SELECT * FROM LINE WHERE P_CODE='54778-2T';  

d) Undo all changes made by issuing a rollback command  

 



Remember, your trigger should only make changes to the particular product QOH that is affected by the UPDATE  statement.  (i.e., 

you may also want to check the values to the other records in the PRODUCT table to guarantee they have not changed with this 

update, etc.) 

 

Remember to end each trigger with a slash on a line by itself (after the END; in the trigger itself).  

Also, remember to always use the commit; command after you create, drop or replace a trigger. 

 

Part 4: Turn in 6 files: Part1.sql, Part2.sql, Part3_Trig1.sql, Part3_Trig2.sql and Part3_Trig3.sql script 

files and your single report file (Word document please) which should contain SQL code and output for each 

of the problems as described above. Zip all files (6 total) into a single submission and turn your zipped file into 

the drop box.  

 

See more resources and helpful hints below …  

 
Resources on Triggers and procedures:  
 

http://www-db.stanford.edu/~ullman/fcdb/oracle/or-triggers.html  

http://tucano.tucanowebdesign.com/oracle/tutorial5.html  

http://www.pgrocer.net/Cis50/procedures.html  

http://www.sqlteam.com/article/an-introduction-to-triggers-part-i 

http://dba.fyicenter.com/faq/sql_server_2/ALTER_TRIGGER_Modifying_Existing_Triggers.html 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14220/triggers.htm 

 

Viewing Defined Triggers  
 

To view a list of all defined triggers, use:          select trigger_name from user_triggers;  

 

For more details on a particular trigger:              

 

select trigger_type, triggering_event, table_name, referencing_names, trigger_body 

from user_triggers                   

where trigger_name = '<trigger_name>';  

 

Viewing Defined Procedures  
 

To view a list of all defined procedures, use:      

 

select object_name, procedure_name from user_procedures;  

 

For more details on a particular procedure:        

 

select * from user_procedures where procedure_name = '<procedure_name>';  

 

Displaying Trigger Definition Errors  
 

If you get a message:  "Warning: Trigger created with compilation errors." you can see the error messages by 

typing:   

 

show errors trigger <trigger_name>;  

 

Alternatively, you can type, SHO ERR (short for SHOW ERRORS) to see the most recent compilation error.  

Note that the reported line numbers where the errors occur may not be accurate.  

 

Also, do a desc user_triggers; and/or a desc user_procedures; to see a list of the fields available to you to see. 

 

 

This assignment is worth up to 25 points. 

http://www-db.stanford.edu/~ullman/fcdb/oracle/or-triggers.html
http://tucano.tucanowebdesign.com/oracle/tutorial5.html
http://www.pgrocer.net/Cis50/procedures.html
http://www.sqlteam.com/article/an-introduction-to-triggers-part-i
http://dba.fyicenter.com/faq/sql_server_2/ALTER_TRIGGER_Modifying_Existing_Triggers.html
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14220/triggers.htm

